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Abstract—Understanding and characterizing the reconnais-
sance behaviors of cyber attackers is an important problem
that has yet to be tackled. As a first step towards tackling this
problem, in this paper we propose a novel, graph-theoretic ab-
straction, dubbed the evolution of attacker-victim relation graphs,
for characterizing cyber attackers’ reconnaissance behaviors. The
framework is centered at describing the similarity between two
graphs at adjacent time windows of a certain resolution (e.g., per
second vs. per minute). We also conduct a case study focusing
on the number of time resolutions that need to be considered in
order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the evolution
of attack-victim relation graphs.

Index Terms—Cybersecurity data analytics, security modeling,
graph time series, bipartite graphs

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding, characterizing, and even predicting the re-
connaissance behaviors of cyber attackers is an important
problem that has yet to be tackled. This problem is important
because it can help defenders detect and recognize different re-
connaissance behaviors, and therefore help defenders respond
to anticipated attacks effectively (e.g., using deception to force
an attacker to expose its intent rather than simply dropping the
attacker’s traffic). Despite its clear importance, this problem
has not been investigated in the literature.

In this paper, we make a first step towards tackling this
problem, by proposing a novel, graph-theoretic abstraction,
dubbed the evolution of attacker-victim relation graphs. In
this framework, we use time series of attack-victim relation
graphs to describe the reconnaissance behaviors of cyber
attackers. Given such a time series, the framework is centered
at describing the similarity between two bipartite graphs at
adjacent time windows of a certain time resolution (e.g., per
second vs. per minute). We explore the various kinds of
methods that can be adopted to characterize the evolution
of such similarities. We also conduct a case study using a
real-world dataset of honeypot-captured time series of cyber
attacker-victim relation graphs, which are naturally modeled
by bipartite graphs. The case study focuses on an important
problem: how many time resolutions that have to be considered
in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the
evolution of the attack-victim bipartite graphs? This problem
is important because under different time resolutions, the time
series may exhibit different temporal characteristics, all of
which may be important.

Our contributions. We make the following contributions.
First, we initiate the study of understanding and characterizing
cyber attackers’ reconnaissance behaviors via the time series of
attack-victim relation graphs. This graph-theoretic abstraction
allows us to formulate various questions that can be answered
by leveraging a range of existing tools. Second, in order
to characterize the evolution of the attacker-victim relation
graphs, we propose using features to represent these graphs
and using similarities between such graphs corresponding to
different time windows. Moreover, we define the notions of
effective features (i.e., features that are or are not useful in
characterizing the evolution of attacker-victim bipartite graphs)
and robust features (i.e., features that are effective across time
resolutions). Third, we use a dataset that was collected at
a honeypot to conduct a case study to investigate the time
resolutions that need to be considered in order to characterize
the evolution of the attacker-victim bipartite graphs as com-
prehensive as possible. Experimental results show that only a
couple of time resolutions need to be considered.

Paper outline. Section II presents the framework. Section III
describes the case study and results. Section IV reviews related
prior studies. Section V concludes the paper.

II. THE FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 highlights the framework, which consists of
five components: data collection and preprocessing, graph-
theoretic representations, lower-dimension representations
(with or without using embedding), similarity-based time
series representations, and temporal analysis.

A. Data Collection and Preprocessing

In general, network data are often collected in the raw
Packet Capture Data (PCAP) format, which may be turned into
IP packets or flows. A flow contains one or multiple packets
and it is a common practice to treat each flow as an attack
(see, e.g., [1], [2], [3]). A flow is a tuple of five fields: source
IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination
port, and protocol. Each flow has a start time and an end
time. For flow-based analysis, we need to specify two extra
parameters: the idle time and lifetime of flow. The idle time
is used to terminate a flow when the communication between
the source and destination has become idle (i.e., no packets
exchanges) for longer than the idle time parameter. On the
other hand, a flow is terminated and a new flow is created
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Fig. 1: The framework

when the communication between the source and destination
exceeds the lifetime parameter. The time resolution parameter,
denoted by ∆, is selected. The life-cycle of a dataset is divided
into intervals I0, I1, . . ., where Ii = [ti, ti + ∆), such that a
flow with a start time T belongs to time interval Ii if and
only if ti ≤ T < ti+∆. Packet-based preprocessing is similar
except that there is no need to assemble packet(s) into flows.

B. Graph-Theoretic Representations

After dividing the data life-cycle into time windows of
length ∆, we naturally obtain a time series of attack-victim
relation graphs as follows. For each time interval Ii, we
transform the flows in interval Ii to a directed and weighted
graph, denoted by Gi = (Ai, Vi, Ei,Wi), where Ai is the set
of attackers (i.e., attacker IP addresses), Vi is the set of victims
(i.e., victim IP addresses), Ei is the set of edges indicating
the existence of IP packet(s) or flow(s) from an attacker to a
victim, and Wi : Ei → I+ is the weight function (i.e., the
number of attacks from a particular attacker to a particular
victim in interval Ii). In many, but not all, cases, the attack-
victim relation graphs are bipartite graphs.

C. Graph Transformations

In order to analyze the time series of graphs, we often
need to transform to lower-dimension representations. For this
purpose, there are two general approaches.
• Embedding: This approach is to embed Gi into another

space. For example, we can embed attacker nodes into
a smaller graph, where an edge in the embedded graph
reflects how similar a pair of attackers are. Alternatively,
we can embed victim nodes into a smaller graph, where
an edge reflects the similarity between a pair of victims

in terms of the common attackers against them [4], [5].
Yet another alternative is to embed the time series into a
tensor of adjacency matrices of the Gi’s. Let us denote
the embedded graph of Gi by Embed(Gi).

• Non-embedding: This approach is to represent a graph
using any of the following data structures: the graph
adjacency matrix, the graph adjacency list or the graph
edge list. Moreover, a feature vector may be defined to
represent the graphs.

D. Similarity-based Time Series Representations

Regardless of the specific graph-transformation method, we
can define some kinds of similarity to describe the relation
between the embedded graphs Embed(Gi) and Embed(Gi+1),
or between the non-embedded graphs Gi and Gi+1 or their
feature representations. This leads to a new time series of
similarities, which is the target for actual analysis in the next
step.

E. Temporal analysis

Given the time series of similarities between two consecu-
tive embedded graphs Embed(Gi) and Embed(Gi+1) or non-
embedded graphs Gi and Gi+1, we can analyze the temporal
characteristics to understand the evolution of the time series
of the attacker-victim relation graphs. Some examples of
temporal analysis are: trend analysis, long-range dependence
(LRD), anomaly detection, forecasting, burstiness analysis,
classification, and clustering.

III. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

A. Case Study

1) Data Collection and Preprocessing: We analyze a
dataset collected at a honeypot, by transforming it to flows.
Dataset. Figure 2 illustrates the kind of data captured by hon-
eypots, where each dot represents an IP address. Specifically,
victims are the honeypot IP addresses that can be attacked
by IP addresses outside of the honeypot (i.e., attackers). At a
particular moment of observation, some attackers are active
(i.e., if are attacking some victims) and some victims are
active (i.e. if are been under attack) while others no. Since
the honeypot offers no legitimate Internet services, the traffic
is considered malicious (see, e.g., [1], [2], [3]).

Attackers (IP addresses): red color means an attacker is active at the moment

Victims (honeypot IP addresses): blue color means a victim is attacked at the moment

Fig. 2: A snapshot of attacks at a moment in time, in red the
active attacker, in blue the active victims.

The network traffic was collected by a honeypot of 1024
IP addresses from 2/2/2014 to 5/9/2014. The honeypot is
a low-interaction honeypot based on the Honeyd [6] and
Nepenthes [7] programs. The dataset contains 6,403 raw packet
captures (PCAP) files for a total of 597GB of data.



Converting network traffic into network flows. Since the
honeypot outbound traffic is limited to five minutes (for
institutional regulation), we pre-process the PCAP data into
IPFIX network flows using an idle time of 60 seconds and
lifetime of 300 seconds. For this converting, we use the Yet
Another Flowmeter (YAF) and the super mediator tools of the
Computer Emergency Response Taskforce (CERT) [8]. The
dataset leads to 92,477,692 TCP flows (or attacks).

min 25% 50% µ 75% max σ
flow duration 0.001 0.001 0.003 7.5 0.6 300 23.3
# of packets 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 550 2.5

# of bytes 40 48 52 125.3 113.0 47125 266.6

TABLE I: Simple statistics and standard deviation of flow
duration, # of packets per flow, and # of bytes per flow.

Table I presents the simple statistics and standard deviation
(σ) of flow duration in seconds (i.e., the interval between the
time at which a flow starts and the time at which a flow ends),
the number of packets per flow, and the number of bytes per
flow (i.e., the length of the content in a flow). We observe that
many flows contain only a single packets, suggesting scanning
activities or initial reconnaissance efforts.

2) Graph-Theoretical Representation: Figure 2 suggests
that the dataset can be naturally represented by the evolution
of bipartite graphs. In order to generate a time series of
bipartite graphs, we need to select the unit of time window,
denoted by ∆ as shown in the framework. In order to
see the impact of time resolution, we consider a range of
∆’s, namely ∆ = 0.5, 1, 2, 9, 12, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 360, 720
(unit: minute). Then, the dataset is divided into intervals
I0, I1, . . ., where Ii = [ti, ti + ∆). For each time interval
Ii, we transform the flows in interval Ii to a directed and
weighted bipartite graph, namely Gi = (Ai, Vi, Ei,Wi) as
shown in the framework, where Ai is the set of attackers
(i.e., attacker IP addresses), Vi is the set of victims (i.e.,
honeypot IP addresses), Ei is the set of edges indicating the
existence of one or more flows from an attacker to a victim,
and Wi : Ei → I+ is the weights on the edges in Ei (i.e., the
number of flows from a attacker to a victim in interval Ii).

G
59

G
60

61
G

Fig. 3: Bipartite graphs G59, G60, and G61 with ∆ = 12.

Figure 3 plots G59, G60, and G61 with ∆ = 12 minutes. We
observe that an attacker in G59 launched 495 attacks against
495 different victims with destination port # 22, indicating that
the attacker is trying to find SSH server for possibly launching
password brute-forcing attacks.

3) Graph Transformations: In the present paper, we focus
on transforming attacker-victim bipartite graphs to their feature

vector representations, meaning that Gi is represented by a
feature vector Fi. Given that some features may or may not
be effective for the purpose of characterizing the evolution of
the attacker-victim relation graphs, we define the following
concepts:

Definition 1: (effective feature) Corresponding to a given
time resolution ∆, a feature is effective if (i) its standard
deviation over time is significantly greater than zero, meaning
that it’s values substantially change over time and therefore
the feature offers a discrimination power; and (ii) it does not
linearly depend on other features (i.e., not redundant).

Definition 2: (robust feature) A feature is robust if it is
effective with respect to any time resolution ∆.

Table II describes the 28 features we define, dubbed
f1, . . . , f28. In addition to some self-explaining features, we
also consider the weak connected component (WCC) fea-
ture, which is defined as the maximal connected subgraph
cj = (αj , νj , εj) such that cj ⊆ Gi, αj ⊆ Ai, νj ⊆ Vi,
εj ⊆ Ei, where for any two cj and ch the following holds
true: αj

⋃
αh = ∅, νj

⋃
νh = ∅ and εj

⋃
εh = ∅. We denote

the set of WCC in Gi by Ci = {c1, c2, . . . , cm}, were a WCC
size is define as zk = |ck| for 1 ≤ k ≤ m and define the set
Zi = {z1, z2, . . . zm} as the set of WCC sizes.

f1 Number of attackers, namely |Ai|
f2 Number of victims, namely |Vi|
f3 Number of edges, namely |Ei|
f4 Number of WCC, namely |Ci|

f5−10 Statistical summary of Zi, or stats(Zi)
f11−16 Statistical summary of Wi, or stats(Wi)
f17−22 Statistical summary of Dout, or stats(Dout)
f23−28 Statistical summary of Din, or stats(Din)

TABLE II: Features for the feature vector embedding
Embed(Gi) = Fi representing bipartite graph Gi

We define the feature of weighted out-degree for attack-
ers. This feature reflects the number of attacks launched by
the attacker within time ∆. For attackers in Ai, the set
of attackers’ weighted out-degrees are denoted by Dout =
{
∑
v∈Vi

Wi(a, v)|a ∈ Ai}. Similarly, we define the feature
of weighted in-degree of victims in Vi, representing the
number of attacks against a victim, denoted by Din =
{
∑
a∈Ai

Wi(a, v)|v ∈ Vi}.
Since some features are not effective for characterizing the

evolution of bipartite graphs, we should remove them. For
this purpose, we use the Classification and Training (caret)
Package in R [9], which has the following steps:

1) Identify and remove 0-variance features.
2) Find and remove linearly dependent features.
3) Apply a Box and Cox transformation to fix the skewness

of the remaining features.
4) Normalize the remaining feature vector and perform a

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the size
of the remaining feature vector.

Figure 4 plots the refined feature representation of the
aforementioned G59, G60, and G61. Figure 4a shows that G59

and G60 are very different, while Figure 4b shows that G60
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Fig. 4: Refined feature vectors of G59, G60 and G61.

and G61 are very similar. This is consistent with a visual
examination of Figure 3.

4) Similarity-based representations of pairs of bipartite
graphs: In order to analyze the evolution of the similarity
between an adjacent pair of bipartite graphs, we define:

Definition 3: (similarity) The similarity between a pair of
bipartite graphs, Gi and Gi+1, is defined as:

S(Gi, Gi+1) =
1

1 + δ(Fi, Fi+1)
, (1)

where δ(Fi, Fi+1) is the Euclidean distance between the fea-
ture vectors, which are also assured to have the same dimen-
sions after the PCA treatment. Note that S(Gi, Gi+1) ∈ [0, 1].

5) Temporal Analysis: We conduct two kinds of temporal
analysis for the similarity time series {S(Gi, Gi+1)}i=0,1,....
The first analysis is to decompose its trend, seasonality and
residual. This can be done using the stl function from the netlib
package in R. The second analysis is to analyze whether there
is a long-range dependence (LRD). A time series {Xt : t ≥ 0}
is said to possess LRD [10] if the rate of the auto-correlation
function decays slowly. Formally, if

r(h) = Cor(Xt, Xt+h) ∼ h−βL(h), h→∞ (2)

for 0 < β < 1, where h is the lag and L(·) is a slowly varying
function such that limx→∞

L(ix)
L(x) = 1 for all i > 0. The degree

of LRD can be quantified by the Hurst parameter [11], which
can be estimated using the fArma package in R [12],

B. Results

1) Bipartite Graph Feature Analysis: Table III lists the
features that are kept by the PCA, namely those marked with
a X, with respect to different time resolution ∆’s (i.e., the
columns). We observe that the minimum edge weight (f11),
the 25% percentile edge weight (f12), the 75% percentile
edge weights (f15), the minimum out-degree (f17), the first
quantile out-degree (f18), and the third quantile out-degree
(f21) are ineffective features. This is because these features
almost always have 0-variance regardless of the ∆, which can
be attributed to the following fact: (i) for 75% of the bipartite
graphs, 75% of the edges correspond to less than four attacks;
and (ii) 25% of the attackers launch a single attacks. These
observations support that the attacker-victim interactions in the
dataset correspond to reconnaissance efforts or scan activities.

In contrast, the number of attackers (f1), the number of edges
(f3), the average size of connected components (f14), the
median out-degree (f19), the average out-degree (f20), the
maximum out-degree (f22), the median in-degree (f25), the
average in-degree (f26), and the maximum in-degree (f28) are
robust features. This is because, according to Definition 2,
these features always have a non-zero variance and are not
linearly dependent on any of the other features, regardless of
the ∆.

∆ 0.5 1 2 9 12 30 60 90 120, 180, 360, 720
f1 X X X X X X X X X
f2 X X X X X
f3 X X X X X X X X X
f4 X X X X X
f5 X X X X
f6 X X X
f7 X X X X
f8 X X X X X X X X
f9 X X X X X
f10 X X X X X X X X

f11, f12
f13 X X X X X X
f14 X X X X X X X X X
f15
f16 X X X X X X X

f17, f18
f19, f20 X X X X X X X X X

f21
f22 X X X X X X X X X

f23, f24 X X X X X
f25, f26 X X X X X X X X X

f27 X X X X X X
f28 X X X X X X X X X

TABLE III: Features that are kept (marked by X) vs. removed
with respect to different ∆’s. Note that the outcome is the same
for ∆ = 120, 180, 360, 720.

For ∆ ∈ {30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 360, 720}, the time window
is large enough such that (almost) every victim is attacked
at least once in a time window, explaining why the number
of victims (f2) is removed (i.e., it does not provide any
discrimination power). This also causes the removal of the
number of WCC (f4) because it is the same for those ∆’s.
For ∆ ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 9, 12}, the time window is small enough
such that the minimum size of WCC (f5) is always 1, the 25%
percentile of the WCC size is always 1 (f6), and the minimum
in-degree (f23) is alway 1, explaining why these features are
removed.

Summarizing the preceding discussion, we conclude with:
Insight 1: Under different time resolution (i.e., time win-

dows), different sets of features should be used to characterize
the evolution of the attack-victim bipartite graphs.

2) Evolution Trends Analysis: Figure 5 shows
the trend of similarity scores with respect to
different ∆’s. We observe that (i) the trends for
∆ ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 9, 12} are very similar, (ii) the trends
for ∆ ∈ {30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 360, 720} are very similar, and
(iii) the trends for ∆ ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 9, 12} are quite different
from the trends for ∆ ∈ {30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 360, 720}.

Figure 6 presents the correlation matrix between the trends
with different ∆’s, and confirms that the trends within each
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group of ∆’s are highly correlated with each other, but
different groups are little correlated with each other.
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Fig. 6: Correlation matrix of daily frequency trends.

Summarizing the preceding discussion, we draw:
Insight 2: In order to fully characterize the evolution of

the attack-victim bipartite graphs, the defender only needs to
consider a couple of time resolutions: a small time window
(e.g., ∆ = 12 minutes) and a large time window (∆ = 90
minutes), where the specific window size may depend on the
size of the honeypot.

3) LRD Analysis: Table IV presents three Hurt parameters:
the average variant method (RS), the difference aggregate
variance method (AGV), and the Peng’s method (Peng), which
are obtained by using estimator fArma with respect to different
∆’s. We observe that the time series exhibit LRD, except
that the Hurst parameter based on the RS method is 0.4, but
the Hurst parameters estimated by the other two methods are
all greater than 0.5, indicating LRD. We further use the

∆ 0.5 1 2 9 12 30
RS 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.61 0.56 0.64

AGV 0.71 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.91
Peng 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.56 0.56 0.53

∆ 60 90 120 180 360 720
RS 0.40 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.94 0.68

AGV 0.80 0.82 0.97 0.84 0.75 0.69
Peng 0.60 0.60 0.59 0.61 0.65 0.55

TABLE IV: The Hurst parameters with different ∆’s.

∆ Ĥ Z1 H0 Z2 Ha

0.5 0.743 6.540 true 6.344 true
1 0.707 5.297 true 4.680 true
2 0.682 4.625 true 4.178 true
9 0.820 0.467 false 0.380 false

12 0.793 0.743 false 0.448 false
30 0.542 1.423 false 1.086 false
60 0.599 1.693 true 1.693 true
90 0.606 1.327 false 1.326 false

120 0.602 0.555 false 0.555 false
180 0.566 1.325 false 1.325 false
360 0.714 0.486 false 0.486 false
720 0.548 1.239 false 1.124 false

TABLE V: Test results for spurious LRD with different ∆’s.

Smoothly Varying Trend test [13] to test whether the times
series exhibit spurious LRD or not. Table V summarizes the
results, where Z1 > 1.517 and Z2 > 1.426 means the null
hypothesis H0 is true (i.e., the time series exhibits spurious
LRD). In summary, we draw:

Insight 3: The time window size affects whether the time
series exhibits LRD. Because LRD implies that a time series
can be accurately predicted [1], [2], [14], [15], [3], the
defender needs to be conscious in selecting ∆.

IV. RELATED WORK

The present study falls into the field of cybersecurity data
analytics, which is an indispensable pillar in the broader
framework of Cybersecurity Dynamics [16], [17], [1], [2],
[14], [15], [3], [18], [19]. In contrast to previous studies
on cybersecurity data analytics that focus on univariate [1],
[20], [2], [14], [15], [21] or multivariate time series [18],
[3], the framework focuses on analyzing the evolution of
the attacker-victim relation graphs, which are bipartite graphs
in the real-world dataset. Honeypot-captured datasets have
analyzed from other perspectives, such as: visualizing the ports
that are observed in honeypot datasets [22]; characterizing
attack probing activities [23]; clustering attacks [24], [25],
[26], [27]; modeling attack inter-arrival times [28], [29];
predicting/forecasting attack rates [1], [2], [14], [15], [3];
detecting cyber attacks (e.g., malware, botnets) [30], [31], [32],
[33], [34], [35], [36], [37].



Two other kinds of datasets have been analyzed in the
literature as well, although none of these studies analyzed
the evolution of the attacker-victim (bipartite) graphs. On one
hand, there have been studies on analyzing blackhole-captured
cyber attacks (e.g., [38], [39], [20], [18]), but not on the
evolution of the attack-victim relation graphs. On the other
hand, datasets collected at enterprise networks (i.e., neither
honeypots nor telescopes) have been analyzed in [40], [41].

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a framework for characterizing the evolution
of attacker-victim relation graphs, as a first step towards
understanding and characterizing cyber attackers’ reconnais-
sance behaviors. The framework is centered at describing
the similarity between two bipartite graphs at adjacent time
windows. We also conducted a case study with emphasis on
identifying the number of time resolutions to characterize the
evolution of the evolution of attacker-victim relation graphs.

The framework represents our first step towards a thorough
understanding of cyber attack reconnaissance behaviors.
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